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because the Civil conflict starts off to warmth up, Louise Drake is confronted with a tough
problem, her mom and dad don`t approve of her beau, John Ames. In fact, they intend to
strength her to marry a guy she doesn't love. whilst John rescues Louise from her unsatisfied
fate, she believes her difficulties are over. but if John heads off to war, their problems rather
begin, starting to be greater than they can have imagined. In a warfare that pits brother opposed
to brother, and father opposed to son, Louise and John`s love for every different and their
kingdom should be validated to its limits. Now, that allows you to retailer her marriage, Louise
will dare what few males would, she is going to go back and forth hundreds of thousands of
miles alone, move enemy lines, and courageous the brutalities of struggle to save lots of the
lifetime of the fellow she loves.
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